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Les crises d'épilepsie diencépahlique
Excessive yawning and sleepy attacks
extrait du site http://www.baillement.com
Les crises d'épilepsie diencépahlique (épilepsie partielle), rares, se manifestent par
des accès de bradychardie, variations brutales de la pression artérielle, du rythme respiratoire, du
diamètre pupillaire, d'élévation de la température, de sueurs profuses, de salivation extrême, de
troubles des postures, de troubles de la vigilance. Les crises gélastiques sont caractérisées par des
accès de rire sans cause, (Pathological laughter and crying) et témoignent le plus souvent d'un
hamartome de l'hypothalamus, parfois d'autres tumeurs suprasellaires, de séquelles de traumatismes
craniens. Les causes de ces épilepsies sont : tumorale congénitale, des anomalies de la gyration et/ou
de la neurostructure d'un noyau, une séquelle dégénérative localisée après virose herptique ou à
CMV, ou à une neurosarcoïdose. L'EEG est souvent normal et l'IRM fonctionnelle peut-être la seule
manière de visualiser la zone pathologique. Les variations de la circulation du LCR, des
concentrations en neuromédiateurs Hypocrétine, GABA (déplétion post-ictale) commencent
seulement à être étudiées.
Voici un cas exceptionnel, évoquant des crises épileptiques générées par l'hypothalamus
et irradiant vers les noyaux thalamiques, sous forme d'une baisse de la vigilance avec salves
irrépressibles de bâillements, évoluant par crises de 20 à 30 minutes jusqu'à dix fois par jour, se
raréfiant sous antiépileptiques, sans cause tumorale retrouvée.
« I am a thirty two year old female. In my mid-twenties I began to develop an
'intolerance' to alcohol. Half a glass of wine would make me extremely and uncontrollably sleepy. It
is only in retrospect that I realise this problem started years ago - at the time it just seemed normal
to me.
Two years ago, I started getting these 'sleepy attacks' during the day, without alcohol. I
got one every couple of days or so, and seemed to be related to meals or food. I still assumed it was
some sort of allergic reaction, although I couldn't pinpoint it at all. Then these attacks became more
frequent, about one a day. This was the pattern for about a month. Then suddenly, almost over
night, I was getting up to eight or ten attacks a day, not related to meals specifically. They always
follow the same pattern - no warning, then extreme drowsiness, accompanied by excessive yawning
and a feeling of being out of it, for up to half an hour. Then I feel normal again. It happens while
driving, eating, talking, walking, working etc. and is totally uncontrollable. This has been the pattern
for the last two years. Some days are better than others are, but generally I have about four to six
attacks a day. I do not actually fall asleep, unless close to normal sleep time.
Generally I sleep in excess of eight hours a day, and fall asleep in a normal length of
time. My husband says that I am a fairly restful bed partner.
My father, who is a GP, watched my symptoms getting worse and started reading up a
little. He sent me to Wentworth Hospital for tests. The neurologist suspected seizures and tried to
get me to take some anti-seizure medication for a month, which I refused to do ‹ not wanting to be a
guinea pig. He also sent me for an MRI and EEG and MSLT (without a polysomnogramme), all of
which where normal.
Since I have had a consultation and EEG with Dr M G, Meulmed, Pretoria. She came
recommended by a sleep disorders support group. She diagnosed me with pathological sleepiness
and recommended ritalin(cf méthylphénidate = amphétamine). I was dissapointed with the
consultation, because as she herself admitted, the term 'pathological sleepiness' is a dumping ground
or term for unexplained sleepiness. I have used reactivan for a month or two, and it initially helped,

but I got to the point where I would have to up the dose to get the same effect. So I stopped using it
rather. I did not try Ritalin.
When I experience an attack, it feels something like this:
I will be normally alert and engrossed in my work, social activity and will become aware
of an impending attack sometimes by a feeling of wanting to yawn ‹ sometimes just a sense ‹ like a
weight has been attached to my mind and is slowing me down. I also get irritable, sensitive to noise
and light and other stimuli. The attack, with constitutes a feeling of diminshed awareness and
extreme drowisiness, lasts about 20 minutes. I yawn uncontrollably and cannot surpress a yawn.
The yawns are frequent and huge, with a sense of urgency which is relieved temporarily by the
yawn. I can tell immediately almost to the second when it is over. The 'fog' seeems to lift in my
mind. During the attack my body temperature seems to drop and it is often accompanied by goose
bumps and cold. My eyes tear and nose runs a bit. I seldom fall asleep during an attack. I have never
been a sleepy person during the day, and I fight the attacks like crazy. Its like being switched off
against your will. I feel unwell during an attack, and they can be quite severe, although I never lose
consciousness or awareness. Sometimes my whole day can be a write-off ‹ since the between
periods are also foggy, with an impending sense of an attack all the time. I get short stabbing pains
in the head sometimes during the attack and sometimes in isolation. I get sensations on my scalp,
like a ticklish feeling on my forehead, which comes and goes intermittently.
I cannot control the attacks, although I can sometimes with extreme effort postpone it
for half an hour or so. Chewing some gum can postpone an attack a while.
Driving has become a real problem, since I will almost certainly have an attack, even on
short trips. I will be driving in an alert state, will experience an attack, and will resume driving in
alert fashion once over. My work as an architect is severly affected, especially on a bad day.
I have had a 24 hour EEG at Entabeni Hospital under Dr H S, my current neurologist.
He has been wonderful. His best attempts at diagnosis have been possibly epilepsy or a form of
migraine aura. He had me on Epilim,(cf valproate sodique = dépakine) which had very good results.
I am trying to conceive now, and am off the Epilim, which means that my symptoms have got
worse again. They never go away entirely, with my best day having one attack, and my worst as
many as fifteen, almost head to head, and lasting up to forty minutes.
I have had HLA typing for narcolepsy, which was negative.
I am average weight, physically active, insulin resistant, asthmatic and otherwise
healthy. There is a family history of strokes. (My mothers father) A concern for me is that the
Epilim, which controlled my symptoms so well, has recently been linked to a worsening in PCOS
and insulin resistance, although this does not seem to be an accepted fact. »
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